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I am grateful to Eric for getting this up for everyone to get the INPA K+DCAN USB cable. I tested it with my
INPA K+DCAN Interface and for the most part it works great. I did have a problem with VAGCOM 1.12 and

the INPA USB cable and he has corrected this in the INPA K+DCAN for windows 8 link above. Its a very
easy and cheap process to get your BMW sorted out and ready to go, the only caution here is your EWS
would need to be updated to the latest revision, if not you won't get any info from the INPA system, they
do run FDTI VCP software into the car, so you will need to know this and if you update your EWS you may
need to do so as well, but this will not affect the INPA installation. 4. I tested the INPA K+DCAN USB cable

by Unzip the downloaded package and placed the file INPA.exe in the INPA K+DCAN folder. Install the INPA
K+DCAN software, after that INPA Windows Xp and Windows Vista DLL files can be stored in the INPA

K+DCAN folder. 5. Download USB Dongle for OEM INPA K+DCAN Interface. After that copy these two files
in the INPA K+DCAN.3 folder and install the USB Dongle in the INPA K+DCAN Interface. 6. Enter the Install

Precarious and Select INPA K+DCAN Interface and choose the USB Dongle. The Installation will start. 7. The
next step is to load the BMW KMS such as, IES,ESS,APL and ASC. There is a tutorial on how to do this in the

downloadable file above. Once done you will get the message START. 8. The next step is to select the
diagnosis. For VAG COM1.12 Software, you have to press the button on the side of the console. 9. You can
see the KW in real time and once the execution is done you may use the side buttons to navigate the INPA
K+DCAN, press and hold a button to view information. The information below is the BMW troubleshooting
information. These information are available on the Navigational screen of BMW KMS and INPA software 8.
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In this guide we will show you how to
easily install and use INPA software,
which is a little different from NCS

Expert. In NCS Expert, INPA gives you
almost all the options that you want in
the software, with the exception of the

VIN. In INPA, you cannot get your
vehicle’s VIN or choose what cars you
can use it for, but you can set options
like wheels, brake pads, suspension,
etc. NCS Expert is more detailed and
tells you exactly what each program

check box does, but INPA is more
basic in that regard. You can easily do

this by doing the following:
Understanding the differences
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between both programs is necessary,
and this tutorial will help you

understand why this is the case. NCS
Expert is a fully featured program that

allows you to connect a device like
INPA to your car through an OBDII

port, and then use that same device to
search the entire North American

vehicle database for vehicles that you
have chosen to scan. For this tutorial,
we will be scanning our truck. First,

you will need to download INPA
software. INPA is available from their
NCC website . NCC is the organization
responsible for the NCS database. You
can download it from there using their
online installation tool. It is a simple
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step. Just be sure to use the file that
has the 3-letter abbreviation for your

vehicle. The first letter of that
abbreviation is your vehicle’s make,

and the second letter is its model. For
example, if your vehicle’s make is

Audi, your abbreviation will be D3. The
letter your abbreviation begins with

doesn’t have to be the same as what it
says in your vehicle’s VIN plate.
Usually it will be, but if yours is a

unique make (i.e. a special design or
unique logo) then the abbreviation will

begin with the make’s letter, but a
dash is added. For example, Audi S3

has an abbreviation of D3A9, not D3A-
S3. 5ec8ef588b
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